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ENGLISH PILOT IN R.C.A.F.

Continuing to blast away at any enemy fighter after his own aircraft load been

set on fire and he load suffered multiple wounds from tiny fragments of shell,

P/0, Jack Doy1e,(24) English member of the City of Windsor Spitfire Squadron,

Royal Canadian Air Force attacked and damged two enemy aircraft, one of them

severely, in one of the most gallant exploits in the record of this crack

Canadian squadron;

Doyle -whose wife lives in Bootle,- Liverpool, may be credited -with at least one

aircraft destroyed when, photographs and the evidences of ground -witnesses to the

Anzio dog fight are studied, Doyle’s wounds are not serious but they are so

extensive that his feat in continuing the fight despite them is highly praised

by the medical officer.

Doyle joined the R,C.A.F. during a stay in the United States and in this

recent affray led four Spitfires in a bold attack on more than 30 Messerschmitts

and Focke Wulfs* He poured an accurate burst into a Me. which rolled over,

smoking badly and fell away.

As Doyle began an attack on another Hun, a burst of fire damaged the tail of

his Spitfire, Hits inside the rear of the fuselage started a fire around the

oxygen bottle. Disregarding the smoke in the cockpit, Doyle continued the attack.
%

A steep dive took him through intense flak over the beachhead and the spitfire was

hit four times by ground fire. It was one of these strikes which threw literally

dozens of tiny fragments into Doyle’s cheek, right arm, right side and right leg,

which though they did not penetrate, caused intense pain.

Nevertheless, Doyle continued firing until his ammnunition was exhausted, after

‘which he crash-landed near Nettuno, his battered Spitfire breaking in two when it hit

the ground* The German aircraft was last , seen emitting black smoke*

Doyle is one of the veteran pilots of the City of Windsor Squadron, having

served in .Africa, Malta and through the Sicilian and Italian, campaigns.


